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Synoperis 
Helical C O I I ~ O ~ ~ ~ O M  of infinite polymer chsins may be described by the helical pa- 

rameter~~, d and e (the translation along the helix axis and the angle of rotation about the 
axis per repeat unit), pr (the distance of tthe ith atom from the axis), di j  and eii (the trans- 
lation along the axis and the angle of rotation, respectively, on pawing from the ith atom 
to the jth). A general method has been worked out for calculating all those helical pa- 
rameters from the bond lengths, bond angles, and inted-rotation angles. The positions 
of the msin chain and side chain atoms with respect to the mix may alm be calculated. 
All the equations are applicable to any helical polymer chaii and are readily programmed 
for electronic computers. A method is SLSO presented for calculating the partid deriva- 
tivea of helical parameters with m c t  to molecular pammeten. 

Introduction 
Two helical parameters, d and 8, may be used for describing the spatial 

arrangement of repeat units of helical polymer chains; d and e are the 
translation along the axis and the rotation about the axis, respectively, on 
passing from an atom of a unit to the corresponding atom of the adjacent 
unit. General mathematical expressions for these parameters have been 
derived by Shimanouchi and Mizushma' in terms of molecular parameters 
including bond lengths r, bond angles 4, and internal-rotation angles T.  

For the polymer chains (-M-)p, (-M1-Mr),, (-Ml--M2-Mr)p, 
. . ., (-M1-M~MrM~-MsMc),, general expressions for d and 8 
have been rewritten by Miyazawa2 into explicit equations in terms of bond 
lengths, half the bond angles (4/2), and half the internal-rotation angles 
(7/2). Also, for the polymer chains (-M-)p, (-M1-M2-)p, and (-MI- 
- M r M r ) p ,  all the helical parameters (&, etj, and pt) have been given 
in explicit equations;2 however, if the repeat unit of a helical main chain is 
made up of more than three atoms, the equations become somewhat com- 
plicated for calculating the helical parameters. In the present study, there- 
fore, a general method was worked out so that all the helical parameters of 
any polymer chain may be calculated from the bond lengths, bond angles, 
and internal-rotation angles. The new equations are expressed in matrix 
representations and are readily programmed for computers. The deriva- 
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tives of the helical parameters, with respect to the inolecular parameters, 
were also derived in matrix representations. 

Helical Parameters 
For a helical main chain made up of p atomic repeat units, the bond 

lengths rfj, bond angles $f, and internal-rotation angles 7fj are shown in 
Figure la (p = 3 as an example), where the ith atom of the mth unit is d e  
noted by M,". Right-handed Cartesian coordinates, X(z, y, z) ,  are set up 
with the origin on the atom Allrn. The x axis is parallel to the vector from 
the atom Mlrn to MZm while the y axis lies in the plane MPm-~Mlm-Mern 
and makes an acute angle with the bond Mlm-Mvm-l. The helical param- 
eter.+ (pf, dfj, and 0,) are shown in Figure lb. Right-handed Cartesian 
coordinates, t(5, q,  c), are also set up, with the origin on the helix axis 
(Fig. lb). The f axis is perpendicular to the helix axis and points to the 
atom Mlm while the axis is parallel to the helix axis. 

The position vector (Xp) for the ith atom of the .mth unit is now given 
~ 1 - 8  

X t" = hz + A12Bzs + AI~A& + * * * + A12-428 * * At-2, t-1 Bi-1, i 

i > 2 (1) 

(a) 

Fig. 1. Schematic representations of (a) the bond lengths (r i j ) ,  bond angles (&), and 
internal-rotation angles (~ij) and the right-handed Cartesian coordinates (3, y, 2 ) ;  (a) 
the helical parameters (pi, dij, and eij) and the right-handed Cartesian coordinates 
(€ t ri, I ) .  
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where 

Afi = A,,'A," 

-sin +* 0 
sin +,cos ri j  - cos + j  cos r i j  -sin rii 
sin +,sin ri j  -cos + j  sin r i j  cos rij 

and 

(3) 

The not,ations, Aijr, A]@, and Bij, have been inlroduced previously.2 
simplicity, new matrices A(*) will be defined as 

For 

A@) = E 

A(i) = ,A12A23. . .Ai,i+i (0 < i < p )  (4 
together with the A matrix.' 

A = AizA23. * .Ap-ilpAp,i (5) 

Then, the position vector X," is now written as 

Also the vector (B) froin the atom MIm to i\llrn+l is expressed as 

P - 1  

n = 1  
B = Xl"+l C A(n-1) Bn,n+l + A@-1) B P 3 1  (7) 

Accordingly, the position vector of the ith atom in the m + 1st unit is 
given as 

or 

Xim = A(Xim+l - B) 

where 
the atom MI"'+' to 3"1"+2is 

is the transpose of the A matrix. Therefore, the vector (B") from 

+ B - Xi"+' = AB (9) B" = X1"+2 - X1"+l = AXl"+' 

and the vector (B') from the atom X11"-l to MIm is 

B' = X{n - X'm-1 = Xl" - .&(Xlm - B) = AB (10) 

since Xlm is a null vector. 
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Now two vectors, C and C', will be constructed as follows (see also Fig. 
2) , 

(11) 

(12) 

I t  niay readily be recognized that these veotors are perpendicu1:w to the 
helix axis. Also the lengths of the B and C vectors are given as 

C = B' - B = (A - E)B 

C' = B - B" = (E - A)B 

I '  
I 

I f-C/2+ 

I--P,--! 
I 

Fig. 2. The B, B', B", C, and C' vectors and the helical pammeters, e and p,. 

where the dot (.) denotes scalar products of vectors. Then, tta seen in 
Figure 2, the helical parameters, cos 8, f i ,  d(>O) and sin 8, may be succes- 
sively calculated as follows: 

wherc the times sign (X) denotes vector products. 
The unit vectors, e,, e, and e,, along the t,  IJ, and faxes are obtiiiued as 

e, = C/C 
e, = e, X e, 

e, = (C X C')/C* sin e 

and the z, y, and z components of thcsc unit vectors are readily calculated 
from the components of the C and C' vectors. Then the transformation 
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from the Cartesian coordinates X to the other Cartesian coordinates i is 
given by 

f = T X + L  (22) 

where 

and "=El  ('24) 

Accordingly, the ti" vector for the ith atom in the mth unit is calculat,ed, 
by the use of eq. (22), from the Xi'" vector. The vector for theith attom 
of t,he m + 8th unit is calculated as 

tim+' = N6&" + sD ('25) 

where 

and 

= [i] I (27) 

From these vectors, the helical parameters, pi, dil, cos Bi5, and sin &j are 

(38) 

(3) 

(30) 

(31) 

All these equations are formulated in convenient forms for calculating 
the helical parameters as well as the positions, of the main chain stoiiis 
(with respect to the helix axis) from the bond lengths, bond angles, and in- 
ternal-rotation angles. Also, for treating the side-chain atoms, eq. (6) may 
also be used for calculating the position vector X. Then, through the 
transformation to the F; vector [eq. (22)], the atomic positions (ti, vt, fr) as 
referred to the helix axis are obtained; furthermore, the helical parameters 
(pi, d,, and 0,) are also calculated, by the use of eqs. (28)-(31), even for Qhe 

calculated by the use of eqs. (28)-(31). 

Pr = [(t*"I2 + (Ili")"]"' 
di, = J;" - tim 

cos B f j  = (tirntj" + I l i"Il l l) /PtPj 

sin eij = ( t imqjm - qimt,m)//piPr 
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side-chain atoms. These treatments are applicable to auy helical polymer 
chain and are readily programmed for electronic computers. 

Merential Cmillcienta of Hel id  Parameters 
The partial derivatives of helical parameters (d, cos 8, sin 8, pf, df,, cos 

&,, and sin 8,) with respect to molecular parameters (rfj, 4f, and r f j )  may 
also be used for studying helical chain conformations. By the use of coni- 
puters, these derivatives may readily be calculated by numerical differentia- 
tion. However, it is also useful to inquire into the analytical forms of the 
partial derivatives. Then, first, the derivatives of the A, and Bij elements 
are obtained as, 

(a/&kl)Afj = (32) 

= o  For kl # ij (33) 

where 

and 

A , =  0 0 b ; 4 
Substituting eqs. (32)-(39) into eqs. (4)-(7), we have 

(a/&k,)A = 0 

(a/htJB = A ( k - i ) ~ ,  

(a/&kJXf" A(k-l)Ar For1 S i 
- 0  ForZ>i 

@/*&)A = A(k-i)A,A(k-i)A 

(39) 

(42) 
(43) 
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(b/@k)B = A(k-l)AJ(k-l)(B - Xkm) (44) 

(~ / *JX? = ~ ( k - i ) ~ J ( k - i ) ( x p  - x,m) For k + 1 6 i 

= o  For k + 1 > i (45) 

(d/b.rkJA = A("-')A,K("-')A (46) 

(b/b~kJB = A(k-1)A7A(k-1)(B - Xlm) (47) 

(b/d.r,,)~," = ~ ( k - 1 ) ~ ~ A ( k - 1 ) ( ~ ~ m  - x l m >  For I + 1 5 i 
= o  For I + 1 > i (4s) 

The derivatives for helical parameters may now be obtained by the dif- 
ferentiation of t,he relevant equations and by the substitution of eqs. (40)- 
(48). 

After the minpletion of the present work, the authors were iuformed of the unpublished 
studies by H. Kijima, T. Sato, M. Tsuboi, and A. Wada (the University of Tokyo) in 
which the analytical espressions for the elements of the T matrix were derived. 
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